
How does Kevin compare his life to that of King Arthur?

2. Why does Max cry after his first dinner with Kevin and Gwen? Did this surprise you?
Why or why not?

3. When do Kevin and Max first become Freak the Mighty?

4. What changes for Max and his grandparents after the pond incident?

5. How does going to classes with Kevin help Max become a better student? How has
a friend helped you or how have you helped a friend in school?

6. Getting older worries both Max and Kevin. Why do you think that is?

7. Why do you think Kevin tells Max about getting a bionic body?

8. Gram says that you can’t judge a book by its cover. List some examples of how this
applies in the story and in your life.

9. List five words that you might want to add to your own personal dictionary to share
with your friends.

11.  What is your overall rating for the book or the movie?  Which one is better, the
book or the movie?

1.

10. Max and Kevin are friends largely because of their differences and similarities.
What similarities and differences do you share with your best friends?

FREAK THE MIGHTY

Discussion Questions

Two boys are teased and bullied until they join forces and become Freak the Mighty.
The unique friendship between a troubled, oversized boy and the tiny, physically

challenged genius proves that courage comes in all sizes.



Freak the Mighty is a story written by Rodman Philbrick and published in 1993. It is about two boys 
who do not seem to fit in. Max is bigger for his age and towers all the other kids, and Kevin is a young 
boy referred to as “freak” intelligent and very tiny.

The novel begins with Max, who feels isolated and has a tough time getting friends. So, he spends 
much of the time in his room feeling rejected. Max’s father is a killer and because he resembles his son 
people are afraid of him. So, they do not have friends.

Max meets Kevin, also known as a freak by other kids. Kevin is disabled and walks with crutches, has 
leg braces and Morquio syndrome. Also, he is tough and intelligent. When school starts, both Max and 
Kevin’s grandparents and mother arrange it so that the new friends can be in the same special education
class. Max helps Kevin to get around while Kevin assists Max with his reading.

Max’s father, Kenny, is released from jail on parole. He is a known notorious criminal. On Christmas 
Eve, he kidnaps Max and ties him up and leaves him in an abandoned building while looking for a car 
for a getaway. A woman by the name Loretta approaches and tries to help Max escape. Kenny, who is 
responsible for the death of his wife, the mother of Max, comes back and starts chocking Loretta and 
Max. Loretta is surprised that Kenny killed his wife when he said, he was only defending himself. Max,
however, confirms that he witnessed the killing and further claimes that it was through chocking, the 
same way he was trying to chock both Loretta and him. Kevin manages to show up with a squirt gun 
filled with what he claims is sulphuric acid. It wasn’t true but it works. He uses the lie to free Max, and 
his father is arrested and taken back to jail.

On Kevin’s birthday, he experiences another seizure, and he is hurriedly taken to the hospital but 
eventually dies. Kevin’s death makes Max troubled, and he withdraws from the world for some time. 

A year later, Max gets inspiration from the dictionary Kevin made for him to write about their 
adventures and friendship. The end.

What readers say:

“When I read the part when Max's dad came back for him, I can't help but to think
about what I would do if I were put into that situation. If I had a father that killed
my mother and came back to kidnap me and attempt to start a new life and he
was very large and strong, I would not handle the situation well probably at all.”

“I think it is just a sad story. Although Max and Kevin found such a good
friendship and Max potentially fulfilled Kevin's life, there were many sad things
that happened. For instance, Max watched his mother die. For anyone to have to
watch that at 4 years old, or any age for that matter, is extremely sad. In addition,
it was Max's own father who killed his mom.”

“"Remembering is just an invention of the mind." This quote means a lot and
really gets me thinking. Honestly, when you think about it, this could be
somewhat true. Sometimes, as my family recalls events, we each have our own
details about the same story, but those details, in a way, determine the meaning
and the importance of the story.” 


